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Methods S1. Source-specific station term corrections
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We perform a first stage of absolute earthquake locations to generate source-specific station term
corrections (SSST, 1) to improve the relative location and clustering of events. In contrast to
station static corrections (2–6) which give a unique time correction for each station and phase
type, SSST corrections vary smoothly within a 3D volume to specify a source-position
dependent correction for each station and phase type. Spatial-varying, SSST corrections are most
important when the ray paths between stations and different studied events differ, such as when
stations are within the studied seismicity, the extent of seismicity is large relative to the distance
to the stations, or the depth range of events is large. SSST corrections may increase in utility as
errors in the velocity model increase, such as when a 1D or large-wavelength model is used in an
area of small scale, 3D heterogeneity.
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Within the NonLinLoc package (7, 8), SSST corrections can be developed iteratively with a
Gaussian spatial smoothing kernel of decreasing size. Given an initial set of event locations
made without station corrections, 3D grids of SSST corrected travel-times for each station-phase
are created iteratively by:
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At each node in the corrected travel-time grid and for each station-phase:
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1.a Accumulate the weighted mean of residuals, R̄ , for the station-phase for each event
location exceeding specified quality criteria. The weights are given by,
2
2
(S1)
w= exp ( − d / D ) +ϵ,
where d is the distance between the grid node and the event hypocenter, D is the
smoothing distance, and ϵ is a small value to give finite weight for all events and thus
non-zero corrections even if and event hypocenters is far from the grid node.
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1.b Add R̄ as the current SSST correction to the previous travel-time for the station-phase
at the node and store at the node in the updated SSST corrected travel-time grid.
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Relocate all events using the updated SSST corrected travel-times.
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Reduce D and return to step 1 if D ≥ the smallest required smoothing distance.
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For the case of a grid node far from all event hypocenters, all weights will be approximately ϵ,
and R̄ will be close to the station static correction for the set of locations. Similarly, if the
starting value of D is large relative to the extent of stations and hypocenters, then R̄ for all
station-phases will be close to the station static correction for the set of locations
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For the Monte Cristo study, we iteratively generating SSST corrections using only events which
have arrival data at one of the nearby temporary stations (NN.MC01, NN.MC02, NN.MC03
GS.MCA04, NN.MCA06, NN.MCM05, NN.MCM07, NN.MCM08, available from 2020-05-16),
and smoothing distances of 32, 16, 8, 4 km. We then relocate the full catalog using the 4km
smoothing-length SSST corrections (Figure SSST_SEISMICITY?). The quality criteria for an
̄ are: 68% error-ellipsoid principleevent location and station-phase to be used for calculating R
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axis half-width ≤10.0 km, root mean square of residuals (rms) ≤0.2 sec, number of readings ≥10,
azimuth gap ≤ 160°, P residual ≤ 1.0 sec, S residual ≤ 1.0 sec.
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Methods S2. Absolute, coherency relocation
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In a second relocation stage, we us a new procedure which greatly reduces aleatoric location
error by combining information across absolute event locations based on waveform coherency
between the events. This absolute, coherency relocation is based on the concept that if the
waveforms at a station for two events are very similar (e.g. have high coherency) up to a given
frequency, then the distance separating these events is small relative to the seismic wavelength at
that frequency (9, 10), perhaps less than about ¼ of the seismic wavelength at that frequency (9).
A pair of similar events is a doublet and a set of similar events may be called a cluster, multiplet
or family, these events all likely occur on a small patch of a fault with similar magnitude and
source mechanism (11, 12).
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For detailed seismicity analysis, the precise hypocenter locations of events in multiplets can be
assigned to a unique centroid point in space through some statistical combination of the initial
absolute hypocenters. Alternatively, precise, differential times between like-phases (e.g. P and S)
for doublet events can be measured using time- or frequency-domain, waveform correlation
methods. Differential times from a sufficient number of stations for pairs of doublet events
allows high-precision, relative location between the events, usually maintaining the initial
centroid of the event positions (10, 13–18).
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Here we use waveform similarity directly to improve the precision of absolute locations without
the need for differential time measurements. We assume that high coherency between waveforms
for two doublet events implies events are nearly co-located, and also that all the information in
the event locations, when corrected for true origin-time shifts, should be nearly identical in the
absence of noise. Then, stacking procedures can be used to reduce the effective noise in this
information and improve the location precision. We use the coherency between waveforms for
pairs of events at one or more stations to combine through stacking an initial set of location
probability density functions (PDF's). This stack directly improves the hypocenter locations, by
effectively reducing noise in the arrival time data, velocity model and travel-times.
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We measure waveform coherence as the maximum cross-correlation between two waveforms
(e.g., 19), calculated using the cross_chan_correlation function in the EQcorrscan Python
package (20) which performs a normalized cross-correlation in the frequency-domain. Positive
coherences, C, above a minimum cutoff value, Cmin, (e.g. 0.45) to 1.0 are mapped linearly to 0.0
to 1.0 weights, W, for stacking location PDF's,
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W = (C – Cmin) / (1.0 – Cmin).

(S2)

We use waveforms windows that include both P and S waves so that we maintain the S-P time
interval, the P coda and part of the S coda, all of which better constrain waveform similarity for
the purpose of absolute event locations. When the waveforms for multiple stations are available
for a pair of events, we use the maximum coherency over stations as the inter-event coherency.
This choice is justified since the coherency for real, noisy waveforms is much less likely to be
over-estimated than under-estimated. The number of event pairs for which coherence is
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calculated can be reduced by only considering pairs with initial iner-hypocenter separation
within a maximum cutoff distance (19).
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The absolute, coherency relocation procedure requires a set of initial, absolute locations and
corresponding PDF's for the spatial hypocenter locations. For each target event, the procedure
forms a weighted stack of normalized PDF's over 3D space consisting of: the initial location PDF
for the target event with a weight of 1, and, the location PDF weighted by W for each of the other
events that have inter-event coherency with the target event greater than Cmin. This PDF stack
forms the probabilistic, coherence relocation for the target event and defines all the location
information, such as origin time, uncertainties, and arrival-time residuals. This absolute,
coherency relocation procedure can be implemented with a workflow using modules of the
NonLinLoc package.
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For an event that has coherency with all other events less than Cmin, the stacked PDF location and
location information will be identical to those for the initial location for the event. For an initial
event that is poorly constrained with an extensive PDF, but which has high coherency with other,
well constrained events, the stacked PDF location will shift to closely match those of the well
constrained events. Since the absolute, coherency relocation can be performed with single station
waveforms, it is efficient, and allows precise relocation of seismicity when the closest station is
far from the seismicity, for sparse networks, and precise relocation of foreshocks and early
aftershocks in a mainshock sequence or swarm before nearby temporary stations are installed.
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The same weighting is used to combine first-motion readings between multiplet events. This
produces a greater number of better constrained focal-mechanisms than with single event
readings, though these mechanism are locally correlated across multiplet events.
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For the Monte Cristo study, we measure coherency using vertical component waveforms at a
permanent station NN.LHV.--.HHZ available through out the sequence and a temporary station
near the M6.5 epicenter NN.MCA06.--.HHZ available from 2020-05-18. Waveforms are filtered
from 2-10Hz in a window from 4 sec before the predicted P arrival to 4 sec after the predicted S
arrival. The cross-correlation is applied over a sliding window of -2.0 to 2.0 sec, and the
coherency weight is set linearly from 0.0 to 1.0 over coherency values from Cmin = 0.45 to 1.0.
This procedure is applied to the full catalog, 2km SSST relocations (Figure
SSST_SEISMICITY?) for all event pairs with a maximum hypocenter separation of 2.5 km. The
final NLL-SSST-coherency relocations are shown in Figure SSST_COH_MAP.
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Methods S3. FMAMP – Probabilistic focal-mechanism determination
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FMAMP performs a probabilistic, global-search over focal mechanism strike, rake and dip using
P-arrival, first-motion or amplitude data (21). FMAMP uses an efficient, oct-tree, importancesampling search (8, 22), outputs a set of mechanisms that follow the probability density function
for the mechanism as constrained by the data, and evaluates solution quality based on wighted
distribution (quasi-pdf) of P and T axes. FMAMP is based in part on the HASH focal mechanism
method (23)
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Fig. S1. Velocity models used for location. Original KS model P velocity profile (24) and
slowness-smoothed version (KS smooth) used for initial NLL relocation.
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Fig. S2. Map view of Monte Cristo seismicity with different location procedures.
Absolute locations for ~12,300 events 2020-01-01 to 2020-07-31 from a) USGS-NSL, b)
NLL, b) NLL-SSST and d) NLL-SSST-coherence, no event quality filtering is applied. Event
color corresponds to hypocenter depth and symbol size is proportional to magnitude. Repicked Mw6.5 hypocenter and its proxy (mean hypocenter of 3 well constrained foreshocks)
indicated by small and large, dark red, cross symbols, respectively. Blue focal mechanisms
shows M6.5 mainshock USGS-CMT W‐phase mechanisms and NSL-RMT regional moment
tensor, gray mechanism shows the RMT for the, 1932 Mw 7.2 Cedar Mountain earthquake
(25). Purple contours show Sentinel-1 vertical displacement (2 cm interval; heaviest contour
indicates zero level; ~28 cm maximum subsidence; ~4 cm maximum uplift), thick light red line
shows interpreted NE-SW afterslip (May 17 – May 23) with 2-3 cm of LOS displacement
(26). Red shade shows area of dense mapped surface ruptures and fractures (27). SHmin
and SHmax show directions of regional minimum and maximum compressive stress,
respectively (from 3 closest data in 28); the intermediate principal stress axis is vertical.
Seismic stations shown as dark gray tetrahedrons. Brown lines show faults from the
Quaternary fault and fold database for the United States. Background topography image from
OpenTopgraphy.org.
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Fig. S3. Relocations of Monte Cristo mainshock and 5 foreshocks. Event color
corresponds to origin time, mainshock hypocenter is large, violet dot. Clouds of small points
show NLL location probability density functions (PDFs), ellipsoids show corresponding 68%
confidence volumes. The PDF’s and ellipsoids for the three multiplet foreshocks with well
constrained coherence locations form a tight, double cluster above the mainshock
hypocenter. Other map elements as in Fig. S2.
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